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ARTICAL 1

Cathay Pacific hikes transpac BSA prices as market
surges
By Damian Brett
Cathay Pacific Cargo is hiking its block space
agreement (BSA) prices on its transpacific and India
services in response to current market conditions.
In a letter sent out to customers, the Hong Kong-based
carrier said it would impose a General Rate Increase
(GRI) of HK$18 per kg on the base rate of all the Block
Space Agreements for transpacific routes with effect
November 15 until the end of the contractual period. An
increase of HK$7 per kg would be applied on all services
departing Hong Kong to India on the same date, the
cargo business said. The letter said the increase is to
“reflect the latest air cargo market situation in Hong
Kong”.
Air Cargo News has approached Cathay Pacific for a
response.
Increases or re-negotiations of contract prices are not
unusual, however, the approach varies from airline to
airline with some preferring to form close relationships
with customers.
Awery Aviation Software chief commercial officer
Tristan Koch, who has worked for several airlines in the
past, said: “I cannot comment on Cathay Pacific policy –
but given their financial situation every dollar counts so
their action does not surprise me. Historically they may
not have revisited pricing mid BSA contracts as a

cultural thing. “But, I know a lot of other airlines that
would renegotiate mid term if the markets moved
considerably. Don’t forget in many cases the forwarder
wanted to negotiate downwards as markets softened. So
it works both ways.” One customer said it was “unseen”
for Cathay Pacific to no longer honour running contracts
but added that current market conditions in Hong Kong
were unprecedented.
Last year, the Cathay Pacific Group posted an operating
loss of HK$18.1bn compared with a profit of HK$3.4bn in
2019. And rates out of Hong Kong are certainly on an
upward trajectory. Figures from the Baltic Exchange
Airfreight Index (BAI) show that last week prices from
Hong Kong to North America reached $10.45 per kg, the
second highest level this year and up from $9.12 per kg
at the start of October.
Spot market prices are likely to be even higher given
that the BAI includes BSAs. From Hong Kong to Europe
prices last week reached $7.24 per kg, the highest level
recorded this year and up from $6.06 per kg at the start
of the month.
Last month, Cathay Pacific reported its busiest month
since the start of the pandemic. Meanwhile, most
market observers are expecting this year’s peak season
to be one extremely busy.

ARTICAL 2

The Cost of Air Freight Soars in Rush to
Speed Holiday Goods
BY Siddharth Vikram Philip

With the world’s ports, rail yards and truck depots jammed up
with holiday merchandise, the relentless demand for goods
and limited capacity to ship them is pushing the price of the
fastest and most expensive form of transportation to new
heights.

Freighter Rivalry
Boeing and Airbus are looking for customers for
cargo-only variants of their largest models, which
they say will offer better fuel efficiency and lower
emissions than existing aircraft.
Boeing could announce a cargo version of its 777X
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repurpose their oldest aircraft for cargo use as
Freightos.com just launched an Air Index based on cargo
transactions and its latest readings also reflect surging prices.
Spot prices from Germany to China, for instance, have more
than doubled in the past three months to $3.53 per kilogram.
AAs U.S. companies like Crocs, Nike and Levi Strauss pay
premiums to import their goods on planes, the boom in
air freight has been the sole bright spot for the global aviation

airlines retire them in favor of the latest models.
This month, Avolon said it will workwith Israel
Aerospace Industries to convert 30 Airbus SE A330
wide-bodies for cargo use.
The continued demand has also led companies
from Amazon to the logistics arm of Chinese e-

industry as Covid-19 travel restrictions and lockdowns curb

commerce giant JD.com to shop for freighters.

passenger travel.

Amazon is looking for used long-range Boeing and
Airbus cargo planes, according to people familiar

But even as people slowly start flying again, spurred by rising

with the matter, while JD Logistics is planning to

vaccination rates, demand for air cargo continues to surge,

set up its own fleet of no fewer than 100 planes by

driven by e-commerce and an ongoing global supply chain

2030, Chief Executive Officer Yui Yu said in an

crisis on the ground. Some experts warn that some demand

interview with Bloomberg News on Monday.

for cargo-only planes could disappear as long-haul passenger
aircraft return, restoring capacity to the system. But
planemakers are banking on the cargo craze to continue to
drive freighter demand.
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ARTICAL 3

The Case for Using the Military to Ease
U.S. Port Snarls By Shawn Donnan

Economic policy making is not easy and supply
chains are complicated. But when President
Joe Biden last week said he was
contemplating calling in the National Guard to
help clear the backlog of containers at
California’s ports, he was latching on to a
simple solution for at least one thing that ails
the American economy today.

Supply chains run on logistics. Armies need to
be good at logistics. Having well-oiled supply
lines is an essential component of any
general’s military strategy. You need to keep
your soldiers fed and clothed and armed in
any war. You must have trucks to move your
battalions.
So if one of the biggest challenges now facing
economic policy makers is how to control
consumer prices rising more stubbornly than
expected thanks to the clash between
unleashed pent-up consumer demand and
supply-chain choke points, then isn’t one
good prescription sending in the army to help
clear those bottlenecks?

to ponder. Maybe just-in-time manufacturing
should be revisited. Maybe it’s time for a broader
industrial policy push to build national capacity in
certain components. Maybe the U.S. needs a
strategic stockpile of computer chips. It certainly
seems like investing more in port infrastructure is
worthwhile.
And that it’s time to pay truckers a living wage and
examine the absurd conditions they operate under.
But in the short term it’s hard to identify a more
basic solution to America’s supply chain crisis —
and the inflation it is feeding — than bringing in
military trucks and the GIs to drive them. It may
do more to tame inflation without curtailing growth
in a fragile recovery than pulling traditional
economic policy levers and raising interest rates,
for one.
The debates over what the best courses are for
fiscal, monetary, and industrial policy will continue
long after the current episode is done. For now,
though, raise the bugle. Call in the troops. In this

emergency it seems like simple and sound
There are longer term issues that America needs economic policy.
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China’s energy crisis threatens lengthy
disruption to global supply chain
By Primrose Riordan
Factory owners in China and their customers worldwide have

renewable energy. Trueanalog Strictly OEM, a factory

been told to prepare for power supply disruptions becoming

producing loudspeakers near Guangzhou, is emblematic of

part of life as President Xi Jinping doggedly weans the world’s

the crunch already hitting exporters from frequent outages.

second-biggest economy off its dependence on coal. Months

Owner Philip Richardson said his company was stuck “playing

of shortages have cut power to households in China’s north-

catch-up”. “It’s the domino effect when you cut electricity: it

east and caused outages at factories across the country. But

directly affects the glues in the production line, we have to

energy demand is still surging amid record demand for

reset the jigging, it removes 20 to 30 per cent of productivity

Chinese exports, and the problems will be compounded by

from the day . . . It’s really a hassle,” he said. Will Jones, chief

the prospect of freezing temperatures in winter.

operating officer for the British Home Enhancement Trade
Association, said a third of members in the DIY and gardening

Despite a flurry of central government interventions,

sector reported that suppliers had extended their lead times.

spearheaded by premier Li Keqiang, Chinese manufacturers

The knock-on effect, Jones said, was further inflationary

and multinationals alike have been urged to boost energy

pressure and a wider range of product shortages. “This is

efficiency in their factories and speed up investment in

having an impact on an already very challenging situation for
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suppliers with constraints on the availability of space on

that’s a lot faster than starting up a power plant,” said a

container ships and spiralling costs,” said Jones.

businessman in southern China, who asked not to be named.
“The shortages are eliminating 30 to 40 per cent of operation

The Chinese government has taken a short-term pragmatic

time and trading companies are experiencing the same

approach to addressing the energy shortfall by reverting to

downside,” he said, adding power shortages would not “go

dirtier fuels, despite its longer-term promises to cut coal.

away tomorrow”. Richardson, the factory owner, has

Over the past week, the government ordered a rapid

resorted to firing up diesel generation despite a fivefold cost

expansion of coal mines. It also decreed sweeping market

increase, to get his loudspeakers to customers in Europe and

reforms, forcing all coal-fired power generators to sell into

the US. He has also brought in temporary staff for overnight

the wholesale market, allowing electricity prices to rise by as

shifts and is turning to higher-cost airfreight as a workaround

much as 20 per cent, and lifting price caps for some big users.

for clogged ports. Even companies well-placed to benefit

The market overhaul is a “huge step” towards liberalisation of

from the government’s response — such as those selling

the power sector, said David Fishman, an energy analyst at

mining services and back-up power generation — are faced

the Lantau Group.

with problems seizing the opportunity.

The government’s actions, however, are not expected to end
power supply disruptions immediately. Alongside strains in
the property sector, the shortages have added a large dose of
uncertainty to Chinese third quarter growth figures, due on
Monday. Compared to a searing 7.9 per cent expansion in the
second quarter, forecasts from economists surveyed by
Bloomberg range from a high of 5.8 per cent to a low of 4.5
per cent. “A lot of the companies were really surprised by the
intensity” of the shortages, said Thomas Luedi, a Shanghaibased energy expert at consultancy Bain. But they had to
“recognise it might be the case again towards the end of the

Nathan Stoner, who leads the China operations of Cummins,

year”. Luedi added that energy price increases would quickly

a US mining and power industry group, said “while there are

compel some manufacturers to cut production, providing a

some opportunities”, the company’s operations had been

measure of relief to the strained power grid. “Inefficient

constrained by power cuts hitting its factories and those of its

producers might fall off the cliff,” he said, pointing to smaller-

component suppliers. In Britain, Steve Levy, managing

scale makers of smelting materials such as ferromanganese

director of UK retailer Heat Outdoors, said all but one of his

and metallurgical grade silicon as the likely early victims.

Chinese suppliers of outdoor heaters and hand dryers, which
are mainly based in Jiangsu and Guangdong, had experienced

In Guangdong, China’s biggest manufacturing hub, senior

part-week shutdowns. Lead times from one Chinese supplier

officials said almost 150,000 companies had been hit by

had jumped to six months, up from four months during most

energy shortages last month, people familiar with a

of the pandemic and 10 weeks before coronavirus struck. “I

government briefing told the Financial Times. In a concession

can’t make a decision for April,” Levy said, because he had

that the problems could not be solved immediately,

“no idea” what the market would be like then. Bain’s Luedi

Guangdong officials have privately warned that rationing

cautioned that people should not be “fooled” by China’s

would probably persist. They also encouraged companies to

reversion to coal to manage this crisis. “The trendline is clear.

use their own electricity generation, which probably means

But you’ve got a lot of volatility around the trendline,” he said.

even greater use of diesel for power generation. “A lot of

“You only need to have a few more percentage points of

companies are going to go back to their backyard generators.

economic growth and that can put the system temporarily

Some of them are illegal. They will have to retrofit them, but

out of whack.”

ARTICAL 5

Pacific Transit Times for Containers
Doubled in Past Six Months
By The Maritime Executive

In another sign of just how difficult trans-Pacific shipping has

They also noted that while the port-to-port transit time has nearly

gotten, new data reports that transit times between China and the

doubled that is only part of the problem. With the ports facing delays

U.S. West Coast ports have doubled in the past six months. Despite

due to lack of adequate landside infrastructure, containers are

the recent attention and growing initiatives aimed at easing some

sometimes stuck in closed areas within the port delaying inland

of the congestion, the backlog continues to reach new records at

transit even further leading to potential business-crippling conditions

the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach with no short-term decline

says Shifl.

expected.
“While we are in constant communication with our customers about
Between the second half of May 2021 and the beginning of October

the location, release, and delivery times of their shipments, when a

2021, the average transit time from Chinese base ports to the U.S.

ship spends 2-3 weeks waiting to unload, that’s a nerve-wracking

West Coast ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach increased from 19

situation for the customer,” said Levy.

to 36 days, according to a new analysis from digital freight
forwarding company Shifl. In some cases, Shifl says in the spring

With daily reports highlight the problems and challenges along the

carriers were still making the transit in 16 days from port to port in

supply chain, the Biden Administration joined with the ports and

May. “Usually, a ship from Chinese base ports like Shanghai, Ningbo

their unions to announce new initiatives designed at easing the

will take between 16-18 days to arrive and discharge cargo at U.S.

backlogs. The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach both committed

West Coast ports,” said Shabsie Levy, Founder, and CEO of Shifl,

to moving to 24/7 operations along with the truck drivers and

commenting on the findings of the data analysis. “The increase in

longshoremen unions to clear more containers out of the yards and

transit to 36 days, makes it extremely painful for businesses

speed them inland to their destinations. The ports of Seattle and

dependent on supply chains.”

Tacoma are also increasing their hours and opening on Saturdays to
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move containers, while ports such as Oakland are seeing a

Among those ships that cannot even get to the anchorage are 33

resurgence in vessel traffic.

containerships, beating the prior record of 29 boxships on
September 20, as well as a few bulkers, tankers, and general cargo

After a few days of declines in the backlog, the Marine Exchange for

ships also waiting. While there are a total of 70 containerships

Southern California reports that the number of vessels waiting to

waiting outside the twin ports, a third of the vessels are considered

enter the ports again spiked to record levels highlighting the

to be mega-containerships, over 10,000 TEU each. Combined those

challenges that lay ahead. For the first time, 100 vessels (all types)

23 containerships have a rated total capacity of 281,000 TEU.

are waiting to enter the Southern California ports. This is three

“With 40 percent of U.S. inbound containers moving through Los

higher than a record set a month ago when 97 ships were waiting on

Angeles and Long Beach ports, efforts by the administration are

September 19. With 57 ships at berth, there is a total of 157

rightfully focused on a critical node of the global supply chain,” says

commercial vessels in the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. The

Shifl’s Levy. “The fact that the President of the world’s largest

surge continues with another 45 vessels due to arrive in the next

economy is getting involved in addressing this problem is already a

three days. Since last Friday, October 15, the number of vessels

huge relief for importers who have been struggling so much.”

holding beyond the anchorage rose by 10 ships to a total of 43.

Article 6

Challenges at Chinese Ports are Increasingly
Impacting Global Shipping
By The Maritime Executive

While much of the focus has been on the challenges

The latest analysis of trends across the global supply chain

shippers and carriers face getting imports offloaded at their

from project44, an advanced visibility platform for shippers

destination ports and delivered, there are also growing

and logistics service providers, highlights the depth of the

backlogs at Chinese factories and ports. The problems

challenges developing at the front end of the supply chain

developing at the front end of the supply chain are now

from China. While the record-setting 73 ships anchored off Los

raising concerns about further challenges

Angeles and Long Beach made headlines last month, project44

contributing to global delays and shortages likely to drive

believes the problem is becoming equally acute at the source

shipping costs even higher.

with port congestion at China’s largest ports underscoring the
scale of the situation. Containerized trade through Chinese
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ports accounts for 40 percent of global container trade with

cannot get their goods in time.

the leading trade routes emanating from China’s ports to the
west coast of the United States and Northern Europe.

project44’s real-time supply chain visibility platform
highlights that the lead times for shipments from China to U.S.

According to project44 data, as of October 7, there were

West Coast have drastically increased in 2021 compared to

approximately 386 ships anchored outside or at the terminals

2020 and 2019. Lead times from China’s primary ports at

in Shanghai and Ningbo. Shanghai is the world’s busiest

Shanghai, Qingdao, and Yantian are each up by more than a

container port while Ningbo is the third busiest container port

third when compared to 2019.

in the world. At those two ports alone, project44 determined
there 228 were cargo ships and 45 container vessels.

“As it becomes increasingly hard to get inventory from factory
floors to end-consumers, competition for shipping capacity

Josh Brazil, project44’s VP of Supply Chain Insights, likens the

will heat up,” predicts Brazil. “At this point, pretty much

current situation to a “global whiplash effect.”

everybody is feeling the pain. The challenge is less about
achieving full inventory -- that ship has sailed -- and more

In addition to the disruptions and delays being caused at the
terminus points in the supply chain, there is also a range of
issues that are impacting the ability to move goods out of
China. These range from lingering backlogs as a result of the
COVID-19 closure and controls at the ports, last week’s
Golden Week holiday, and the impact of Typhoon Chanthu,
which closed the ports at Shanghai and Ningbo. Moreover,
businesses across China are facing a power-shortage crisis due
to coal shortages and the government’s strict rationing of
electricity.
The extent of the growing supply chain problems originating in
China is demonstrated by increasing dwell times at China’s
ports, rollover rates that remain at elevated levels, and
longer lead times for products from the ports to reach their
destinations. According to project44, these numbers spell
further product shortages, delays for businesses and
consumers, against a backdrop of holiday sales and a global
post-Covid recovery.
“We can expect these growing backlogs across Chinese
manufacturers and ports to exacerbate imbalances at US and
European ports,” says Brazil.
Container rollover rates, defined as the percentage of
containers that miss their scheduled sailings, have stayed high,
indicating that Chinese ports are not making significant
headway in dealing with excess cargo. project44’s data
indicates that rollover rates are still rising, reaching 36
percent in September at Ningbo. For the ports of Hong Kong
and Shanghai, rollover rates although showing a slight
reduction remain high at 41 and 37 percent.
“When there are cargo rollovers due to vessel space capacity,
overbooking, blank sailings, etc, additional costs will be
incurred by way of port costs which contributes to increases
in freight rates,” says project44. The delays caused by cargo
rollovers also affect production and delivery patterns at the
destination ports as customers who have placed orders for raw
materials for manufacturing or retail goods for consumers

about adapting to, and planning for future disruption.”
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